
BERLIN DIGITAL FASHION SYMPHONY
CONCEPT

QUINTO + STANGL 



In February 2001, Norma Quinto worked with Sean John 
on the production of the first nationally televised runway 
show during  New York Fashion Week when it 
simultaneously aired live on E! Television and the Style 
Network. During fashion week in February 2002, the 
 New York Times ran a front page story on Sean John. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Fashion_Week
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_Network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_Network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Times


 Quinto worked with museums and luxury brands in New York to create spaces where the eye is 
constantly challenged. The combination of pared down elegance, sophistication and eclectic use of 
elements is what made our events distinct.



Norma Quinto as an independent creative production and communications agency dedicated 
to creating exceptional events for our clients in New York



Quinto worked on The Elton John AIDS Foundation Academy Award Party which is one of the 
annual parties held in Los Angeles following the Academy Awards ceremony. It is one of the 

most high-profile parties in the Hollywood film industry. 



2011, Norma Quinto arrives in Berlin from New York to discover an amazing scene full 
of talented and creative people and worked as a correspondent for WWD



in 2020, finding talent in every corner Quinto and Salvatore Siciliano, founded the Siciliano 
Contemporary Ballet e.V. to help a group of Berlin based dancers unite  and continue their 

dedication to exploring and articulating a distinct aesthetic of form, movement and meaning. 
Quinto had the idea to bridge the gap of arts and culture with fashion  thus the SBC dancers took 

part in Berlin Fashion Week 



SCB at Berlin Fashion Week this became the image 
of the day around the world for the DSTM show  



MICHAIL STANGL
Curator and culture strategist, Web3 advocate forZORA- The leading 
open source protocol and toolset that allows anyone to build Web3 
and NFT platform and applications.

Michail Stangl has been for over a decade one of the progressive 
forces behind the global underground music scene, converging avant- 
garde, pop and underground culture. 

As one of Boiler Room’s lead curators, for over ten years he has 
contributed to the phenomenal rise from a webcam taped to a 
warehouse wall to become the worlds leading underground music 
platform with a monthly reach of over 280 million world-wide.

He is one of the curators of the annual CTM Festival, one of the world’s
most important happenings for experimental and new forms of music 
and the host of one of Germany's leading weekly radio programs. 

He has worked with and advised some of the world's leading brands 
including Google, Converse, Apple, Audi, Native Instruments and 
Budweiser-
He is engaged with a variety of charitable projects like Global Citizen, 
UNAIDS, and various community projects within electronic music and 
beyond.

2022, Quinto Meets Michail Stangl 
- cultural strategist and curator - 

a partnership for the promotion of Berlin 
digital fashion is born





https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/ 
zum-auftakt-des-ctm-festivals-2021- 
doppelte-verwandlung-im-100.html

https://www.wired.com/story/nft-art-market-tweets/



https://www.nbcnews.com/pop-culture/pop-culture-news/iconic- 
doge-meme-nft-breaks-records-selling-roughly-4-million-n1270161

https://www.rbb24.de/kultur/beitrag/2021/
01/berlin-ctm-festival-corona-pandemie- 

digital.html





March 2022, during the Berlin Fashion Week, Quinto & Stangl will present an immersive
and interactive showcase of digital fashion talent that will catapult Berlin Fashion Week 

globally with the first Berlin digital fashion designers showcase 


